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The House of Wisdom gives a record of Muslim logical and social prevalence over Christian
Europe amid the Middle Ages and contends that the West owes an obligation to the Arabs and
Islam today (Lyons 13). His record is organized around Islam's required five day-by-day prayers
and supplications. Lyon does supports it by revealing the stories behind the transplanting of
Arab figuring out how to the medieval West, frequently by valiant Europeans who deliberately
set out to look for after Islamic space science, number-crunching, medicine, cartography, etc.,
not long after the favored war is known as the First Crusade, he included. His book is an
invaluable resource, an advantageous reference book, on the dynamic and thriving Arab culture
and sciences including science, material science, polynomial math, building and outline that
were forgotten by a reluctant and suspicious West spilled in sanctuary constrained definitive
supposition and intransigence.
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From the start, Lyons was settled not to make this a book about Arab or Muslim legitimacy and
philosophical achievements as much as to show the world and by and largely unacknowledged
conduct by which those achievements came to and a short time later shaped the West. The
recorded setting of the ascending of civilization in the grounds vanquished by Muslims since the
point of convergence of the seventh century and the setting of the intercultural transmission of
learning around the Mediterranean Sea can be pressed as takes after.
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For a long time following the fall of Rome, Western Europe was in reverse and confounded and
thrown into the Dark Ages. Augustine had broadcasted that conviction, not reason, ought to be
the administering light of Christian reasoning and somewhat along these lines Europeans lived
in a universe of obvious guideline and subsistence creating, where stagger sureness,
superstition, and charm supplanted steady, and the get-together saddled early debilitating vibe
among the kingdoms to its particular terminations in the mission of fantastically wild and pitiless
radiant wars. Islamic culture, in any case, was flourishing and had changed into a powerhouse
of skilled examination and talk that shocked various individuals who set out to the Near East
looking for the genuine wealth spilling out of urban locations like Antioch, Baghdad or Cairo,
whose libraries held hundred thousand books when the best European libraries housed, at
most, two or three dozen. In the edge of a dynamic sensible and scholarly custom, the experts
of Islam could assess the world's design, an accomplishment not encouraged in the West for
eight hundred years; they found polynomial math; were fit at stargazing and course, built up the
astrolabe and other limitless instruments, deciphered all the Greek reliable and philosophical
works, including the entire corpuses of Aristotle, Galen, Ptolemy and made focal concentrations
and reflects, and made hypothetical and also important branches of information. Without them,
and the information that pioneers recovered toward the West, Europe would no vulnerability
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have been an unmitigated better place all through the most recent thousand years history plays
an imperative role in shaping up the society. History is critical. In hundreds of years past, this
announcement would have appeared to be plainly obvious. Antiquated societies gave much
time and push to instructing their kids on family history. It was felt that the past enables a
person to comprehend his identity.
Present day society, be that as it may, has betrayed the past. The population lives in a period
of quick change, a period of advance. Man is so substantially more brilliant now than he was
even ten years back that anything from the past is obsolete and unnecessary to the current
people. Along these lines, the past, even the moderately later past, is, in the psyches of the
greater part of the general population, wrapped by a thick fog and just in a sense tough to figure
out. The people's numbness of the past isn't the aftereffect of an absence of data, yet of lack of
concern. People don’t trust history concentrating on the present and the future.
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However, history does make a difference. It has been said that the person who controls the
past controls what's to come. The perspective of history shapes the way individuals see the
present, and in this way, it directs what answers the people will offer for existing issues. In
conclusion, the contributions of history to the present and the future are immense and shaping
up the society. For instance, the development of the west was dependent much on Islam. That
is a fact which cannot be ignored. Additionally, the contributions of Islam to the developments in
the West should be reviewed for the world’s existing problems.
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For instance, the fight between nations, increasing segregation between different faiths and the
contributions of religion to the development of countries are some of the subjects that require indepth analysis to understand the present and come up with ideas in sorting problems in the
present society. Some of the existing problems require an understanding of the past. For
instance, excess capitalism is evil in the current society. The problem dates back to the past
hence history assisting in understanding the start of the problem and the various advancements
that have taken place throughout the years.
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